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1 Executive Summary
Airspace4All and NATS, working
work
together with City Airport (Manchester Barton), EJS
EJSAerial and the University of Manchester devised and conducted a research project to
assess the real-world
ld situational awareness potential of Automatic Dependent
Surveillance Broadcast (ADS
ADS-B) for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
ehicles (UAVs), commonly
known as drones. The research project was specifically focussed on situation
situational
awareness of drone operators and other
airspace
space users, through the use of ADS-B
technology, in the mixed UK General Aviation
(GA) environment.
A flight programme was undertaken at
Barton airfield with drones and GA aircraft all
equipped with ADS-B
B transceivers (ADS-B
(ADS
Out & In) and traffic displays,
display while Barton
ATS were able to observe with the aid of
equipment provided as part of the separate
Airspace4All GA Airfield ATS ADS-B
ADS Traffic
1
Display Trial .
The uAvionix Ping1090
ing1090 drone ADS-B
ADS
Photo 1 Drone presented on ATS ADS
ADS-B
Traffic Display
transceiver wase
e found to be effective.
effective The
GA pilot’s ADS-B In traffic awareness system
reliably received the drone’s ADS-B broadcast while within a range of up to 5nm.
From this
s system the pilots had an on-screen
on
indication of the position of the drone
drone.
Studies have shown that GA pilots find
drones are very hard to see. The extent to
which GA pilots were able to visually acquire
the drone (with the assistance of the drone’s
ADS-B positional info) was assessed. In 29
passes made on the evening of 18th August
2019,, pilots only reported seeing the drone
on four occasions. And this in a situation
where the pilots were pre-advis
advised of the
presence of the drone. The
he drone was at
heights up to 400ft within
in 10
100m of the
runway and pilots had ADS
ADS-B In traffic
awareness of the drone. Additionally, the
drone was orientated such that the flashing
white light attached to it was directed
Photo 2 Skydemo in-cockpit
cockpit display of traffic,
including drone PING02
towards the GA aircraft on many of the
occasions that the drone was not observed
by the pilots. This further highlights how difficult the drone is to observe from an aircraft
in flight.

1

See trial report at https://airspace4all.org/wp
s://airspace4all.org/wp-content/docs/20190930-Airspace4All-GA
GA-Airfield-ATS-ADS-BTraffic-Display-Trial-Report-V1.0.pdf
V1.0.pdf.
15/11/2019
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The drone ADS-B
B transceivers were found to be effective at providing ADS
ADS-B
electronic conspicuity for the drone to airfield ATS via their ATS ADS
ADS-B Traffic
Display. This gave ATS an extra level of confidence in the position of the drone.
The ADS-B
B In capabilities of the uAvionix Ping1090 provided reliable traffic
awareness to the drone operator of the position of GA aircraft equipped with ADS
ADS-B
Out. This is encouraging, as drone manufacturer DJI has initiated a strategy to
deliver ADS-B
B In capabilities, which they call ’Airsense’, on
n all the drones weighing
over 250g they sell from 2020 onwards.
onwards. DJI has 70% market share of global drone
sales.

Photo 3 DJI Airsense mobile phone app interface (available 2020 onwards for DJI drones weighing
more than 250 grams).. Airsense was not available to use in this research project.
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Above Aerodrome Level
Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast
Received ADS--B signal
Transmitted ADS-B
ADS signal
Aerodrome Flight Information Service
Above Ground Level
Air Traffic Service
Aerodrome Traffic Zone
British Hanggliding & Paragliding Association
Civil Aviation Authority
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General Aviation
Global Navigation Satellite System
International Civil Aviation Organisation
Multi-lateration
lateration
National Air Traffic Services
Office of Communications
– UK regulator for the communications services
Small Unmanned Aircraft
A
System
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UAS
UAV
UHF
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Unmanned Aircraft
ircraft System
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (aka Drone)
Ultra High Frequency
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3 Introduction
Studies have shown that GA pilots find drones are very hard to see. Airspace4All and
NATS, working together with City Airport (Manchester Barton), EJSEJS-Aerial and
University of Manchester devised and conducted a research project assessing the
real-world
world situational awareness potential of ADS-B
ADS B for UAVs, commonly known as
drones. The research project was specifically focussed on situational
al awareness of
drone operators and other airspace users, through the use of ADS-B
B, in the mixed
UK GA environment.

3.1 Aim
The aim of the project was
s to deliver an assessment of the effectiveness of drone
ADS-B electronic conspicuity
onspicuity in the GA environment.

3.2 Objectives
The objectives of the trial were as follows:
1. Assess drone pilot situational awareness via an ADS-B
ADS B Traffic Display of other
ADS-B-equipped
equipped drones.
2. Assess drone pilot situational awareness via an ADS-B
ADS B Traffic D
Display of ADSB-equipped
equipped GA aircraft.
3. Assess GA pilot situational awareness via an ADS-B
ADS B In Traffic Awareness
system of ADS-B-equipped
equipped drones.
4. Assess GA Airfield ATS situational awareness via an ADS-B
ADS B Traffic Display of
ADS-B-equipped
equipped drones.

15/11/2019
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4 Limitations of Study
4.1 Scope
4.1.1 Within Scope
The above objectives are summarised in the following table to highlight the elements
of situational awareness that were within the scope of this project.
Situational Awareness
to be assessed
Drone Pilot (*)
GA Pilot
GA Airfield ATS

Traffic emitting ADS-B
B Out
Drone

GA Aircraft

√ (*)

√

√
√(**)

(*) Evaluating Drone Pilot situational awareness of the second drone, based on ADS
ADSB electronic conspicuity, was originally planned. However, it was not possible to
complete this element of the project within the time available.
(**)) Evaluating GA Airfield ATS situational awareness of the drone,
drone, based on ADS
ADS-B
electronic
onic conspicuity, at a series of ranges from 10nm downward was originally
planned. However, it was not possible to complete the full series of off
off-airfield drone
flights within the time available. On-airfield
airfield drone flights were undertaken and
successfully displayed by the ATS ADS-B
ADS B Traffic Display. Just one off
off-airfield drone
flight at 10nm range from the airfield was flown but this did not show on the ATS
ADS-B Traffic Display.
Assessments covered the reliability of traffic detection and the range/aspect a
at
which detection is shown to be possible.
4.1.2 Outside Scope
GA Airfield ATS and GA pilot situational awareness of ADS-B
ADS B Out equipped GA
aircraft was outside the scope of this project.

15/11/2019
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5 Methodology
5.1 System Description
5.1.1 ADS-B
B Network Overview
ADS-B is a surveillance technology in which an aircraft (manned or un
un-manned)
determines its position via Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS),
S), and
continually broadcasts this position data plus other data, such as altitude and
identification data. This capability
pability is known as ADS-B
ADS Out.
The receipt of ADS-B data from aircraft allows that aircraft’s
aft’s identity, altitude and
position to be plotted on a map in real-time.
real
This capability is known as ADS
ADS-B In.
ADS–B
B is "automatic" in that it requires no pilot or external
external input, and is
"dependent" in that it depends on data from other aircraft systems,, e.g. GNSS
GNSS.

5.1.2 Drone ADS-B Equipment
For this project, EJS-Aerial
Aerial flew a DJI Inspire 1
quadcopter drone (581mm across, excluding
propellors) equipped with a uAvionix ping1090
ADS-B
B transceiver plus FYXnav GNSS. The
intention was for the team from University of
Photo 4 DJI Inspire 1
Manchester to fly a fixed-wing
wing drone equipped with a
uAvionix ping1090i ADS-B
B transceiver
tra
with integral GNSS, however
owever high wind on
th
18 August 2019 prevented them from flying.
Dedicated temporary ICAO 24bit Hex ID’s were requested from the CAA and granted
for use during the project. The flight identifiers used for ADS-B
B Out were as follows:

University of Manchester
EJS-Aerial

Flight ID/Registration
Ping01
Ping02

Aircraft Radio Licences
es were required for the drones to legally transmit ADS
ADS-B data.
Ofcom do not yet have a standard application procedure covering ADS
ADS-B for drones.
Therefore Airspace4All utilised Ofcom’s ‘Innovation
‘
& Trial Licence
e Application Form
– OfW225’’ procedure to provide temporary licensing.
For ADS-B
B In traffic detection the ping1090(i) can be integrated with the drone flight
control interface. The following integration
integrati
guides are available.
DJI Integration Guide

uAvionix OEM Integration Guide
Ardupilot Integration Guide

15/11/2019

https://developer.dji.com/onboard
https://developer.dji.com/onboardsdk/documentation/sensor-integration
integrationguides/ping/README.html
https://uavionix.com/downloads/integration/uAvio
nix%20Ping%20Integration%20Guide.pdf
http://ardupilot.org/copter/docs/common
http://ardupilot.org/copter/docs/common-ads-breceiver.html
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5.1.3 GA Aircraft ADS-B
B In Traffic Awareness Equipment
GA aircraft pilot volunteers equipped with ADS-B
In capable traffic detection systems,
s
e.g.
SkyEcho+Skydemon, were recruited by Barton
ATS to fly flight profiles at various distances and
aspects to the airborne ADS-B
ADS drones. Copilots/observers reported their observations.
observation
5.1.4 The GA Airfield ATS
City Airport (Manchester Barton) (“Barton”)
Photo 5 SkyEcho 2 in G
G-CDOA
hosts a range of commercial aviation activities,
ranging from police helicopters, helicopter and fixed wing charter services, to flying
training
raining and aircraft maintenance. The airfield is also home to a number of private
aircraft.
The Barton ATZ abuts the Manchester CTR, and is
wholly in Class G under the Manchester CTA
(2000ft). Barton ATS is licensed
licen
to provide an
Aerodrome Flight Information Service (AFIS).
Barton ATS are currently engaged in a separate
trial - the Airspace4All GA Airfield ATS ADS-B
ADS
2
Traffic Display Trial - which affords them the
capability to display the position of detected ADSADS
B Out equipped aircraft overlaid on a map on a
Traffic Display screen.

Photo 6 ATS ADS--B Traffic Display

The ADS--B Traffic Display software is capable of p
presenting icons
appropriate to the type of traffic, e.g. using an icon specifically to
signify a drone.
Barton have a standalone pingStation ADS-B
receiver from uAvionix3 which provides real
time traffic position data, including altitude,
Photo 7 Drone
symbol on ATS
based on aircraft ADS-B
ADS broadcasts. The
ADS-B Traffic
system does not utilise MLAT, and does not
Display
provide a view of Mode A, C or S traffic. The
data is presented to ATS staff on a conventional Microsoft
Windows PC running Virtual Radar Server4.
When the drones are flying within detection range,
rang Barton ATS,
utilising the ADS-B
B Traffic Display, have the potential capability
to see the identity, location,
location and altitude and direction of travel
of the drones in flight.
2
3
4

Photo 8 PingStation
All-weather ADS-B
ground receiver

https://airspace4all.org/projects/ec/ec-detail/
https://airspace4all.org/projects/ec/ec
https://www.uavionix.com/products/pingstation/
http://www.virtualradarserver.co.uk/

15/11/2019
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5.2 GA Aircraft Flights
Utilising pre-arranged
arranged GA flights equipped
equ
with ADS-B Out and In provided for a
controlled trial environment.
environment Barton ATS assisted in bringing together drone pilots
and GA pilots for co-ordinate
ordinated flights.
The following requirements were deemed to be appropriate for these pre
pre-arranged
GA ADS-B flights:


Flights had a pilot and observer onboard, with the observer operating the
ADS-B
B In Traffic Awareness system (e.g. SkyEcho/Skydemon).



Flight timings, routing, altitude profile were all pre-agreed
agreed (between the GA
pilot, drone pilots and Barton ATS) to provide a series of relative ranges,
height separation and relative aspect (ahead/behind/left/right) to drones.



Pilot and observer were pre-briefed
briefed on actions required during the flight.
o
o
o

Location of drone flights
Lookout and observations requirements
Data capture requirements
requireme

5.3 Safety Management Protocol
The following Safety Management Protocol
Proto
was followed by all participants
participants:


Standard UK drone and GA aviation safety procedures were to be upheld. All
ADS-B
B drone flights needed
need
to comply with standard drone safety
requirements, seeking relevant permission as dictated by the location
selected for the flight.



For ADS-B
B drone flights within the Barton Drone Flight Restriction Zone
5
(FRZ) , EJS-Aerial
Aerial and/or University of Manchester needed to apply to Barton
ATS for permission to fly.



Drone and participating GA aircraft proposed flight plans detailing locations,
routing,, timings, contact phone, etc. these needed to be shared 24hr in
advance with all participants for review/agreement. (Note: these were not
formal flight plans of the type that would be submitted to UK aviation
authorities)



Barton ATS would call a halt to proceedings if they believed
believe there were
operational or safety concerns. In this event a post-flight
flight debrief would be
undertaken
ndertaken to ensure there was no repeat of the situation that caused
concern.



Barton ATS and the participating GA aircraft
a
were to maintain radio contact
for the duration of flights.

5

See https://www.caa.co.uk/Consumers/Unmanned-aircraft/Our-role/Airspace-restrictions
https://www.caa.co.uk/Consumers/Unmanned
restrictions-for-unmannedaircraft-and-drones/
15/11/2019
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For drone flights
hts being co-ordinated
co ordinated with a participating GA aircraft flight,
drone pilots would call Barton ATS when ready to commence sortie to seek
confirmation that the participating GA aircraft
a
was on station.



For drone flights in the vicinity of Barton Airport, Barton ATS would issue UHF
radios to Drone pilots to facilitate
facil
two-way communication.



When no UHF radio is in use, drone pilots would be available on the notified
mobile phone during flights in order that Barton ATS could contact them, if
required.



If possible, drone pilots would
ould listen out to Barton Information on a hand-held
air band receiver (even if unable to receive transmissions
transmissions by Barton
Information,, this ought to still enable receipt of transmissions by the
Participating GA Aircraft).



Should the drone pilot need to pass a message to the participating GA a
aircraft
pilot, or vice versa, this would be passed via Barton ATS.



Drone pilots would call in to Barton ATS to advise when sortie was complete.

5.4 Recording of Data
Records of ADS-B
B traffic data observations were entered in the online data input
form on the Airspace4All
ace4All website. See Appendix A for a copy of the online form.
For the 18th August flight programme, Barton ATS captured screen recordings of the
ATS ADS-B
B Traffic Display for the periods covering ADS-B
ADS GA and drone flights. The
GA operators captured their
heir GNSS
G
track data, which is presented in this report.

15/11/2019
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6 Literature Review
A literature review of existing research on the visual detection of small aircraft / UAS
was conducted to provide additional context to the results collected from the trial
undertaken.
Wallace, R.J., Kiernan, K.M., Haritos, T., Robbins, J.M., & Loffi, J.M. (2019).
Evaluating small UAS operations and potential National Airspace System interference
using AeroScope. Journal of Aviation Technology and Engineering, 8(2).
https://doi.org/10.7771/2159
https://doi.org/10.7771/2159-6670.1189
This US study found that 18.2% of the drone flights they detected and
analysed flew above the 400ft altitude limit prescribed by US regulations,
including 3 drone flights
ights above 1000ft AGL that entered controlled airspace.
“The findings indicate a strong likelihood of potential interference with
manned aircraft operations.”
Wallace, R.J. Kiernan, K.M., Robbins, J.M., & Haritos, T. (2019).
Small Unmanned Aircraft System Operator Compliance with Visual Line of Sight
Requirements. International Journal of Aviation, Aeronautics, and Aerospace, 6(2).
https://commons.erau.edu/ijaaa/vol6/iss2/3
“The purpose of this study was to assess sUAS operator practices with an
emphasis on the range and visibility characteristics between the operator and
aerial vehicle. This data will be used to establish a baseline of UAS operator
flight behavior as well as generate UAS policy and safety recommendations.”
The paper provides the following visual distance characteristics for the DJI
Inspire 1 drone used in the Airspace4All/NATS Drone Infringement
Safeguarding research project.
Unmanned Aircraft Visual Distances
Distances Based on Greening (1976) Models
Platform

Size
(mm)

1 Arc Minute
(ft)
(Max Visual
Distance for an
individual with
20/20 acuity)

10 Arc Minutes
(ft)
(Likely detected,
but not
recognised)

15 Arc Minutes
(ft)
(Recognisable
le
30-40% of the
time)

30 Arc Minutes
(ft)
(Recognisable 50100% of the
time)

Inspire 1

581

6,552.9

655.3

436.9

218.4

According to this modelling, the DJI Inspire 1 is likely to be detected (but not
recognisable) at a maximum range of 200 metres and begins
s to become
recognisable at around 133 metres.

15/11/2019
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Wallace, R.J., Kiernan, K.M., Haritos, T., Robbins, J.M., & D’souza, G.V. (2018).
Evaluating small UAS operator midair collision risk using AeroScope and ADS
ADS-B.
International Journal of Aviation, Aeronautics, and
and Aerospace, 5(4).
https://doi.org/10.15394/ijaaa.2018.1268
“The purpose of this study was to evaluate potential aviation interference and
safety hazards caused by small unmanned aircraft at an airport in Class C
airspace. This study represents the second of a multi-phase
multi phase research project
about sUAS safety risks to the National Airspace System. The authors sought
to detect unmanned aircraft
aircraft activity passively using an RF detection device
and assess the data based on NAS infrastructure within the collection area
such as airport traffic patterns, approaches, departures, local airspace
categories and other factors.
Additionally, the authors conducted
conducted a temporal evaluation of sUAS flight
locations in comparison with manned aircraft positional data to model midair
collision risk.”
“Risk
Risk Assessment Based on Historical Aviation Traffic Data
Using UAS Facility Map information as a risk measurement metric, 21.5% (n
= 38) of the 177 flights conducted within a designated UASFM area exceeded
prescribed altitude limits for their operating area. This data suggests that
more than 1 in 5 sUAS flights presented an unmitigated risk to nearby
manned aviation operations.
perations.
Historical traffic data appears to support this assertion. While much of the
data did not show evidence of historical near-miss
near miss events, two data points
indicated uncomfortably-close
uncomfortably close operations that ultimately could have resulted
in a collision. In the case of data Point #13 (Figure 12), shoreline sUAS
operations came within approximately 0.5 NM of not one but two aircraft, one
of which was co-altitude
altitude with the sUAS. Similarly, data Point 48 (Figure 13)
detected a sUAS within 0.25 NM of an approach
approach path at an altitude through
which the aircraft descended to land. Considering that close encounters with
other aerial objects are generally rare events, finding two within the span of a
13-day
day sampling period is particularly troubling. The recent GAO (20
(2018)
report documents a notable uptick in close encounter sightings of UAS, which
is consistent with findings of this study.
Perhaps more importantly is the unknown human factor responses to sUAS
encounters. The risks and consequences of a direct collision may pale in
comparison to pilot-induced
induced aggressive evasion maneuvers, as was the case
in Levin (2018). A pilot’s natural, immediate response to maneuver
maneuver—
particularly at low altitude or airspeeds—can
airspeeds can easily exacerbate an otherwise
otherwisesurvivable midair sUAS-aircraft
sUAS aircraft collision into a fatal stall, spin, or other
uncontrollable flight condition.”
This US study identified drone flight behaviours in the vicinity of airfields that
were an unmitigated risk to
t manned aviation. This is evidence that electronic
conspicuity for drone would be of value.
15/11/2019
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Wallace, R.J., Loffi, J.M., Vance, S.M., Jacob, J.D., Dunlap, J.C., & Mitchell, T.A.
(2018). Pilot visual detection of sUAS equipped with strobe lighting. Journal of
Aviation Technology & Engineering 7(2), 57-66.
57
https://doi.org/10.7771/2159
https://doi.org/10.7771/2159-6670.1177
“The
The purpose of this study was to assess the effectiveness of pilot detec
detection
of UAS platforms that were equipped with strobe lighting.”
lighting.
“Data were successfully collected for 49 intercepts. No false sUAS detections
were made during the 10 control intercepts. Participants visually detected the
sUAS during 7.7% (n=3) of the 39 possible
po
intercepts.”
“Strobe lighting
None of the participants indicated definitively spotting the strobe light. Of the
three participants who detected the sUAS, only Participant 4 indicated they
‘‘may have seen a blinking light,’’ but was not confident in the observation.
This observation seems to confirm that the findings of Projector (1962) and
USAF (1977)—that
that aircraft strobe lights were relatively ineffective during
daylight operations—
—also apply to UAS operations.”
Vance, S.M., Wallace, R. J., Loffi, J.M.,
J
Jacob, J.D., Dunlap, J.C., & Mitchell, T.A.
(2017). Detecting and assessing collision potential of aircraft and small unmanned
aircraft systems (sUAS) by visual observers. International Journal of Aviation,
Aeronautics, and Aerospace, 4(4).
https://doi.org/10.15394/ijaaa.2017.1188
“The
The purpose of this study was to perform experimental, human factors
research to determine the effectiveness of sUAS visual observers in detecting
a general aviation aircraft
aircraft collision hazard with an unmanned aircraft. The
study sought to evaluate visual observer effectiveness at detecting a closing
general aviation aircraft. Additionally, researchers sought to assess the
accuracy of visual observer altitude, range, and closure rate estimates to
inbound aircraft. This data was
s used to establish operational
recommendations to improve visual observer performance”
This paper concludes that:
“The
The use of visual observers is one of many tools available to remote pilots to
comply
y with aviation regulations and ensure safety of flight. This study
highlights the important human performance limitations associated with
visual observer performance. Remote pilots should take heed to recognize
and acknowledge these human factors limitations, and be wary of relying
solely on this fallible modality of hazard detection.”
detection.
Although this study was assessing the visual performance of remote
observers, this paper also quotes the following information from the FAA for
the identification/reaction
action time of a manned aircraft pilot to seeing an object
(e.g. drone):

15/11/2019
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Manned Aircraft Identification and Reaction Time Chart
Event

Seconds

See Object

0.1

Recognize Aircraft

1.0

Become Aware of Collision Course

5.0

Decision to Turn Left or Right

4.0

Muscular Reaction

0.4

Aircraft Lag Time

2.0
TOTAL

12.5

Given that a typical GA aircraft approach to landing
land
airspeed of 70kt equates
to a speed of 36 metres per second and that the maximum expected visual
detection range for a DJI Inspire 1 is around 200m (from Small Unmanned
Aircraft System Operator Compliance with Visual Line of Sight Requirements
Requirements,
above),, this allows for roughly 6 seconds reaction time which,
which, as highlighted
in the table above, is only sufficient to ‘become aware of collision course’ and
gives insufficient time to take avoiding action. It follows that o
other smaller
drones have a commensurately lower maximum visual detection range
range. For
example, the above referenced study states a maximum visual detection
range of 55 metres for a DJI Spark,
Sp
, allowing less than 2 seconds reaction
time at 70kt. Reaction time at typical GA powered aircraft cruise speed (circa
100kt) would be proportionately shorter.
DJI Airsense - “ADS-B — philosophy for drones”, Exclusive interview of Adam
Lisberg — Corporate
te Communications Director of DJI, North America., Sky Review,
30th August 2019,
https://www.sky-review.com/ads
review.com/ads-b-philosophy-for-drones
https://www.dji.com/uk/flysafe/airsense
Drone manufacturer DJI has initiated a strategy to deliver ADS
ADS-B In
capabilities, which they call ’Airsense’, on all the drones weighing over 250g
they sell from 2020
20 onwards. DJI has 70% market share of global drone
sales.
“DJI AirSense is an alert system that uses ADS-B
ADS B technology to give drone
pilots enhanced situational awareness and help them make responsible
decisions while flying. This feature gathers flight data
data sent automatically from
nearby aircraft with ADS-B
ADS B transmitters, analyzing it to detect potential
collision risks and alert users well in advance through the DJI mobile app.”
Airsense will make it easier for drone pilots to identify collision risk of ttheir
Airsense-equipped
equipped drone with manned aircraft equipped with ADS
ADS-B Out.
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DJI Demonstrates Direct Drone-To-Phone
Drone
Remote Identification, Simple, Low
Low-Cost
Solution Meets Government Expectations To Identify Airborne Drones
https://www.dji.com/uk/newsroom/news/dji
https://www.dji.com/uk/newsroom/news/dji-demonstrates-direct-drone
drone-to-phoneremote-identification
DJI has recently demonstrated what it calls ‘Drone-To-Phone
‘Drone
Phone Remote
Identification’
n’ for drones.
“DJI’s
DJI’s remote identification solution, developed in collaboration with industry
stakeholders and regulators, broadcasts information from drones directly to
off-the-shelf
shelf mobile phones using existing Wi-Fi
Wi Fi protocols. Using a simple
app, anyone
ne within radio range of the drone can receive that signal and learn
the location, altitude, speed and direction of the drone, as well as an
identification number for the drone and the location of the pilot.
pilot.”
“In
In DJI’s preliminary testing, the Wi-Fi
Wi
Aware signals can be received from
more than one kilometer away.”
away.
‘Drone-To-Phone
Phone Remote Identification’ is not designed to aid air
air-to-air
situational awareness for manned aviation. It’s purpose is helping those on
the ground to identif
dentify and locate drones. Although
ugh it provides realtime
location and altitude information on a drone, with
with a range of under 1nm, it
would not provide sufficiently
sufficient early situational awareness were it to be made
available to pilots.
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7 Flight Programme
7.1 29th June 2019 Drone/GA Test Flight
An initial test flight was carried out
involving the EJS Aerial DJI Inspire 1
quadcopter drone plus a single GA aircraft,
G-CDOA,
CDOA, which operated a number of
circuits and excursions from the circuit.
cir
Barton ATS observed from the tower both
visually and via the ADS-B
B Traffic Display.
Photo 9 DJI Inspire 1 drone at Barton

7.2 18th August 2019 Drone/GA Flight
The principal activity took place on 18th August after normal airfield operating hours
- so that no other aircraft were operating
at the same time. Meteorological
conditions were mixed. Visibility was
good; however, itt was cloudy with a threat
of rain. All flights completed before
sunset. The major negative
tive factor was
wind, which was around 14kt. A late
addition to this day’s flight programme,
arranged with the BHPA, was the inclusion
of an ADS-B-equipped
equipped BHPA paramotor to
fly on the airfield. Unfortunately the
Photo 10 Barton Airfield on evening of 18th
paramotor was stood down late in the
August 2019
afternoon
oon due to the strength of the wind.
Runway 26R was in use and the EJS Aerial
quadcopter drone successfully operated
approximately 100m north of the 26R
threshold. Unfortunately the wind
conditions prevented deployment of the
University of Manchester fixed-wing
fixe
drone.
Barton ATS observed from the tower both
Photo 11 Eurostar G-CDOA
CDOA & PA28 G
G-AYEF
visually and via the ADS-B
B Traffic Display.
A video recording of the Barton ATS ADS-B
ADS B Traffic Display screen for this one hour
flight programme
ogramme can be seen here: https://airspace4all.org/drone--infringementsafeguarding-ats-traffic-display
display-video/
7.2.1 GA Aircraft Tracks
Three GA aircraft (G-AYEF,
AYEF, G-CDOA & G-CJDA) flew pre-arranged
arranged routings as shown
in the images below.. The track of G-AYEF
G
is shown in blue, G-CDOA
CDOA is red and G
G-
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CJDA is white. G-AYEF
AYEF routed out and back to VRPs to the north (Hul
(Hulton then
Swinton) then completed 8 circuits. G-CDOA
G
completed
eted 4 circuits then routed out
and back to two VRPs to the southwest and west (Thelwall and Leigh) then carried
out another 3 circuits. Meanwhile, G-CJDA
G CJDA remained in the circuit for 10
uninterrupted circuits.
Each aircraft flew along the runway at a number
number of different heights.

Photo 12 Tracks of all three GA aircraft.
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Photo 13 Barton airfield overlaid with the tracks of all three aircraft. Tracks are extended down to
the ground to give a rough indication
indicati
of height.

Photo 14 Close up view of the threshold of runway 26R at Barton overlaid with the tracks of all
three aircraft. Note the annotation marking the drone operating area to the north of the threshold.
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7.2.2 Closest Passes to the Drone
The table below presents details of the closest each aircraft came to the drone on
each circuit. This was typically when the aircraft was south abeam of the drone.
Time
South
Abeam
Drone

Note

Aircraft
Reg

ADS-B
Reported
Aircraft
Altitude

Adjusted
Aircraft
Height
AAL *

18:17

Take-off

CDOA

325 *

18:19

Take-off

Approach
From

ADS
ADS-B
Reported
Drone
Alt
Altitude

Adjusted
Drone
Height
AAL *

325 *

0

325

0

0

AYEF

225 *

0

CDOA

1400

1075

CJDA

250 *

0

18:26

CDOA

825

500

circuit

650

325

18:28

CJDA

1150

900

circuit

600

275

18:30

CDOA

625

300

circuit

825

500

AYEF

1900

1675

VRP

825

500

CJDA

725

475

circuit

825

500

18:22
18:23

18:31

Take-off

Hulton

18:33
18:35

CDOA

525

200

AYEF

1500

1275

18:38

CJDA

500

18:41

AYEF

18:43
18:45

circuit

circuit

325

0

VRP OHJ

325

0

250

circuit

325

0

1200

975

circuit

325

0

CJDA

300

50

circuit

325

0

AYEF

600

375

circuit

675

350

CDOA

1825

1500

VRP

750

425

CJDA

375

125

circuit

750

425

18:50

AYEF

500

275

circuit

550

225

18:52

CJDA

325

75

circuit

525

200

18:54

AYEF

300

75

circuit

475

150

18:56

CJDA

1075

825

circuit

350

25

CDOA

1525

1200

VRP OHJ

325

0

18:59

AYEF

250

25

circuit

325

0

19:01

CJDA

600

350

circuit

325

0

19:02

CDOA

925

600

circuit

325

0

19:04

AYEF

400

175

circuit

325

0

19:05

CJDA

600

350

circuit

325

0

19:07

CDOA

1525

1200

circuit

325

0

19:09

AYEF

250

25

circuit

450

125

18:37

18:47

Swinton

Thelwall

18:47

18:57

Leigh

19:11

Landing

CJDA

250

0

circuit

375

50

19:12

Landing

CDOA

325

0

circuit

475

150

19:14

Landing

AYEF

225

0

circuit

425

100

(* Height Above Aerodrome Level assessed by subtracting aircraft-specific
specific ADS-B
reported altitude when on the ground from reported altitude when in flight
flight)
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7.3 22nd August 2019 Drone Flight
An ADS-B drone-only
only flight was conducted on 22nd August. This was carried out
remote from Barton airfield to assess drone ADS-B
ADS B detection range by the Airfield
Airfield’s
ATS ADS-B
B Traffic Display. The drone flight was performed 10nm to the north of
Barton on high ground and flown to a height of 400ft AGL suggesting
ting a good line of
sight (assessed
ed via the drone’s
drone on-board
board camera) for broadcast to Barton.
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8 Results
The full observation results are available as a CSV file download:
https://airspace4all.org/wp
https://airspace4all.org/wp-content/docs/Drone-Infringement-Safeguarding.csv
Safeguarding.csv

8.1 29th June 2019 Drone/GA Test Flight
8.1.1 Barton ATS Observations
Target Traffic

Target Traffic
Expected Location

Target Traffic
seen with the
naked eye?

Target Traffic
Visually Estimated
Altitude (FT
AMSL)

Target Traffic
Visually Estimated
Range (NM)

Was the Target
Traffic displayed
on the Traffic
Display?

Drone

North of 26R

Yes - seen

Sfc to 400ft agl

0.1nm

Yes - displayed

“Comments relate to full sequence of test aircraft flights/ranges and altitudes. The drone was clearly displayed throughout
and helped give confidence as to its position in relation to the test aircraft. In a real scenario this would be beneficial rather
than relying on an element of 'trust' that the drone is operating within defined limitations that might be required. The dron
drone
clearly displayed throughout the testing on the ATS ADSB display.”

8.1.2 Drone Pilot Observations
Observa
Own
Aircraft's
Location

Target Traffic

Target Traffic
Expected
Location

Target Traffic
seen with the
naked eye?

Target Traffic
Visually
Estimated
Altitude (FT
AMSL)

Target Traffic
Visually
Estimated Range
(NM)

Was the Target
Traffic displayed
on the Traffic
Display?

North of Rwy
26R

GA Aircraft

Within the
Circuit

Yes - seen

500-1800

3nm

Yes - displayed

“From the perspective of the drone
operations we were limited in the fact that a
last minute change meant that I was short of
an observer and due to the University of
Manchester team being unable to make the
even for the flying tests I was left to man
the drone solo. We did however, have the
ADS-B display which
ich normally the observer
would use up and running. For this part of
the test due to workloads we left the display
in the Tower where it was confirmed to be
working however, it played no further part in
this trial. Because of this this particular test
proved of more value to the ATC and
Manned Ac and some of the above questions
have not been answered. We will look to
ensure that this is resolved for the next
test.”

Photo 15 ADS-B
B Traffic displaying on Drone Observer's display
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8.1.3 GA Pilot Observations
Own
Aircraft's
Location

Own
Aircraft's
Altitude
(FT
AMSL)

Target
Traffic

Target Traffic
Expected
Location

Target
Traffic seen
with the
naked eye?

Target Traffic
Visually
Estimated
Altitude (FT
AMSL)

Target Traffic
Visually
Estimated
Range (NM)

Was the
Target Traffic
displayed on
the Traffic
Display?

DJI Inspire
Yes Final 26L
100
1 Drone
North of 26R
Yes - seen
300
0.1nm
displayed
“ Drone sighted as it passed to side of aircraft as the drone's position had been reported to me by the observer. Not possible to
maintain visual with drone once seen as I was concentrating on the go-around.”
go
DJI Inspire
No - not
Yes Final 26L
500
1 Drone
North of 26R
seen
displayed
“Drone not visible at any altitude when viewed from above”
Downwind
DJI Inspire
No - not
Yes RH 26L
1000
1 Drone
North of 26R
seen
displayed
“Traffic displayed but was not visually acquired”
DJI Inspire
EGCB North
No - not
Yes Overhead
1800
1 Drone
of 26R
seen
displayed
“I found I was looking for the drone more than I may have done but was not fixated. The drone was not acquired visually”
Middlebrook
VRP (8.4nm
DJI Inspire
North of 26R
No - not
No - not
from airfield)
1800
1 Drone
EGCB
seen
displayed
“The ADSB was not displayed from the drone at this range. The drone was depicted on the display as our aircraft returned in
to the ATZ”

8.2 18th August 2019 Drone/GA Flight
8.2.1 Barton ATS Observations
Target Traffic

DJI Inspire 1
Drone

Target Traffic
Expected Location

Target Traffic
seen with the
naked eye?

Target Traffic
Visually
Estimated
Altitude (FT
AMSL)

Target Traffic
Visually
Estimated Range
(NM)

Was the Target
Traffic displayed
on the Traffic
Display?

North of 26R

Yes - seen

Sfc to 400ft agl

0.1nm

Yes - displayed

Drone and GA aircraft (while in the ATZ)) were all visible with the naked
naked eye and displayed on the ADS
ADS-B Traffic Display.

Photo 16 Screen image capture from Barton ATS ADS-B
ADS
Traffic Display Trial showing drone and GA
aircraft all emitting ADS-B.

Video of ATS ADS-B
B Traffic Display showing 18th August flights can be viewed here:
https://airspace4all.org/drone
https://airspace4all.org/drone-infringement-safeguarding-ats-traffic
traffic-display-video/
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8.2.2 Drone Observer Observations
Own
Aircraft's
Location

Own
Aircraft's
Altitude
(FT AMSL)

Target
Traffic

Target Traffic
Expected
Location
(clock face
position)

Target
Traffic seen
with the
naked eye?

Target Traffic
Visually
Estimated
Altitude (FT
AMSL)

Target Traffic
Visually
Estimated
Range (NM)

Was the
Target Traffic
displayed on
the Traffic
Display?

200ft
horizontal
separation
between
drone and
Above the
Yes plane
160ft
GA Aircraft
runway
Yes - seen
0ft
displayed
Exact time: 20:13pm. Drone speed: 0mph (stationary). This was the final aircraft of the three to land.
300ft
horizontal
separation
between
drone and
Above the
Yes plane
300ft
GA Aircraft
runway
Yes - seen
0ft
displayed
Exact time: 20:11pm. Drone speed: 0mph (stationary).
(stationary) The aircraft was landing.
250ft
horizontal
separation
between
drone and
plane at
Above the
Yes closest point
300ft
GA Aircraft
runway
Yes - seen
0ft
displayed
Exact time: 20:09pm. Drone speed: 20mph in a meandering path roughly alongside
alongside the plane as it landed. From subsequent
conversation, it is believed the aircraft in question was the one CH (NATS) was observing in (this was one of the times he
visually acquired the drone).
250ft
horizontal
separation
between
drone and
Above the
Yes plane
150ft
GA Aircraft
runway
Yes - seen
0-100ft
displayed
Exact time: 7:53pm. Drone speed: 0mph (stationary). The aircraft was on final approach.
300ft
horizontal
separation
between
drone and
Above the
Yes plane
250ft
GA Aircraft
runway
Yes - seen
0-100ft
displayed
Exact time: 7:52pm. Drone speed: 0mph (stationary). The aircraft was on final approach
300ft
horizontal
separation
between
drone and
Above the
Yes plane
400ft
GA Aircraft
runway
Yes - seen
100ft
displayed
Exact time: 7:49pm. Drone speed: 20mph in the same direction as the aircraft
500ft
horizontal
separation
between
drone and
Above the
Yes plane
500ft
GA Aircraft
runway
Yes - seen
100ft
displayed
Exact time: 7:47pm. Drone speed: 0mph (stationary).
(stationary) The wing of the aircraft potentially blocked the view of the drone.
0ft horizontal
separation
between
drone and
plane
Above the
Yes (underpass)
300ft
GA Aircraft
runway
Yes - seen
500ft
displayed
Exact time: 7:46pm. Drone speed: 20mph (opposite direction to plane)
500ft
horizontal
separation
between
drone and
Above the
Yes plane
500ft
GA Aircraft
runway
Yes - seen
300ft
displayed
Exact time: 7:44pm. Drone speed: 20mph in the same direction as the plane, reducing the relative speed between drone and
plane to approximately 60mph
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Own
Aircraft's
Location

Own
Aircraft's
Altitude
(FT AMSL)

Target
Traffic

Target Traffic
Expected
Location
(clock face
position)

Target
Traffic seen
with the
naked eye?

Target Traffic
Visually
Estimated
Altitude (FT
AMSL)

Yes - seen

300ft

Yes displayed

Yes - seen

1000ft

Yes displayed

Yes - seen

200ft

Yes displayed

Target
Traffic seen
with the
naked eye?

Target Traffic
Visually
Estimated
Altitude (FT
AMSL)

300ft
horizontal
separation
between
drone and
Above the
plane
500ft
GA Aircraft
runway
Exact time: 7:33pm. Drone speed: 30mph
100ft
horizontal
separation
between
drone and
Above the
plane
500ft
GA Aircraft
runway
Exact time: 7:30pm. Drone speed: 0mph (stationary)
300ft
horizontal
separation
between
drone and
Above the
plane
400ft
GA Aircraft
runway
Exact time: 7:26pm. Drone speed: 0mph (stationary)

Target Traffic
Visually
Estimated
Range (NM)

Was the
Target Traffic
displayed on
the Traffic
Display?

8.2.3 GA Pilot/Observer
/Observer Observations
Own
Aircraft's
Location

Own
Aircraft's
Altitude
(FT AMSL)

Target
Traffic

Target Traffic
Expected
Location
(clock face
position)

Above
Runway
DJI Inspire
Threshold
1100
1 Drone
2
“Knew where to look based on Traffic Display
splay on Skydemon but
Above
Runway
DJI Inspire
Threshold
500
1 Drone
2
“Knew where to look based on Traffic Display
splay on Skydemon but
Above
Runway
DJI Inspire
Threshold
300
1 Drone
2
“Knew where to look based on Traffic Dis
splay on Skydemon but

Target Traffic
Visually
Estimated
Range (NM)

No – not
seen
never saw the drone”
drone

Yes –
displayed

No - not
seen
never saw the drone”
drone

Yes displayed

No - not
seen
never saw the drone”

Yes displayed

Above
Runway
DJI Inspire
No - not
Threshold
200
1 Drone
2
seen
“Knew where to look based on Traffic Dis
splay on Skydemon but never saw the drone”
Above
Runway
DJI Inspire
No - not
Threshold
1500
1 Drone
2
seen
“Knew where to look based on Traffic Dis
splay on Skydemon but never saw the drone”
Above
Runway
DJI Inspire
No - not
Threshold
1200
1 Drone
2
seen
“Knew where to look based on Traffic Dis
splay on Skydemon but never saw the drone”
Above
Runway
DJI Inspire
No - not
Threshold
600
1 Drone
2
seen
“Knew where to look based on Traffic Dis
splay on Skydemon but never saw the drone”
Above
Runway
DJI Inspire
No - not
Threshold
1200
1 Drone
2
seen
“Knew where to look based on Traffic Display
splay on Skydemon but never saw the drone”
drone
Short final to
DJI Inspire
land
0
1 Drone
3
Yes - seen
“Caught
Caught sight of drone very briefly (for about 2 seconds) high above to the right”
right
Final/Above
DJI Inspire
3 Oclock,
26R
100ft
1 Drone
same level
Yes - seen
100
0.1
“Very helpful to spot the drone, didnt show the track that the drone was flying. Would of been helpful.
helpful.”
DJI Inspire
No - not
Final 26R
1000
1 Drone
Right
seen
“Drone
Drone was not sighted on the 1000ft go around”
around
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Own
Aircraft's
Location

Own
Aircraft's
Altitude
(FT AMSL)

Target
Traffic

Target Traffic
Expected
Location
(clock face
position)

Target
Traffic seen
with the
naked eye?

Target Traffic
Visually
Estimated
Altitude (FT
AMSL)

Target Traffic
Visually
Estimated
Range (NM)

Was the
Target Traffic
displayed on
the Traffic
Display?

Low
approach/go
around from
8x circuits
Right Hand
between
Circuit
100ftDJI Inspire
No - not
Yes Barton 26R
1000ft
1 Drone
N of RWY 26R
seen
displayed
“We
We flew approximately 10x circuits to RWY26R performing a low approach/go around at various altitudes (100ft - 1000ft). On
8x occasions, the target was displayed on the TD but no visual acquisition occurred (note, the instances where the target was
visually acquired are reported in separate observation reports).”
reports).
On roll-out to
landing to
0.1nm
Barton
DJI Inspire
(probably
Yes –
RWY26R
1 Drone
N of RWY 26R
Yes – seen
100
closer)
displayed
“Target observed briefly on roll-out
out to landing on Barton RW26R. Drone was hovering in the 2 o'clock position, above our level
(we were rolling out) and presented against the brighter (although quite dim) sky in the background. Saw for approximately 2
23 seconds.”
Low
approach/go
around from
Right Hand
Circuit
DJI Inspire
No - not
Yes Barton 26R
500
1 Drone
N of RWY 26R
seen
displayed
Pilot spotted target at 1 'clock, same level, which shortly became 2 o'clock and then 3 o'clock before passing behind. Despite
having the target on the TD and the pilot verbally calling out the position, I was unable to visually acquire the target.
Low
approach/go
around from
Right Hand
0.1nm
Circuit
DJI Inspire
(probably
Yes Barton 26R
200
1 Drone
N of RWY 26R
Yes - seen
300
closer)
displayed
Target was ever present on TD all the way around the circuit. Looked for it all the way around the circuit not expecting to s
see
the target (didn't) and really started to look on short final.
fina l. Saw the target very late with the target in the 2.5 o'clock position
just in front of the leading edge of the wing. Target was a black dot against the brighter white cloud (background). Only saw
the target at very close proximity and with the target slightly
slightly above us (against a brighter sky). Unable to determine relative
direction of the target. Similar to sighting a small bird (i.e. happens very close, very late)
4nm from
airfield
enroute
No - not
No - not
Thelwall VRP
1800
GA Aircraft
6
seen
displayed
“Lost
Lost reception on Drone and both GA Aircraft while heading away from the airfield towards Thelwall.”
Thelwall.”
4nm from
airfield
enroute
No - not
Yes Thelwall VRP
1800
GA Aircraft
12
seen
displayed
“Turning
Turning at Leigh Flash VRP back towards Barton, at 6nm range had no visibility of any targets but all were solidly displayed on
Skydemon”
Downwind
10 O'Clock,
No - not
26R
1000
GA Aircraft
High
Yes - seen
1700
1.4
displayed
“G-AYEF
AYEF was seen before spotted with the Traffic Display on SkyDemon. Aircraft was not showing on SkyDemon until it re
entered the ATZ. Once inside the ATZ it remain on for the duration of the flight.”
flight.
Final/Above
Yes 26R
500FT
GA Aircraft
Climb out
Yes - seen
600
1.5
displayed
“Could see the aircraft clearly, SkyDemon
on very helpful as well for if I lost track of the aircraft i could use SkyDemon to see
where the aircraft was”
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8.2.4 In-Cockpit
Cockpit Traffic Display
Images showing ADS-B
B traffic display captured in G-CDOA on 18th August 2019
2019.

Note that the traffic display for the drone
(call-sign
sign ‘PING02’) in these images is
not presented by Skydemon using a
symbol that marks out the traffic as a
UAV or drone. Skydemon today does not
deliver such a feature. This has been
communicated to Skydemon who have
added it to their list of future
development requirements. ADS
ADS-B
messages have a field labelled ‘‘Emitter
Category’ that can have the value ‘UAV’.
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8.3 22nd August 2019 Drone Flight
The ADS-B
B broadcast from the drone at 10nm range was not detected by the Barton
ATS ADS-B Traffic Display (possibly
(
due to the power rating of the drone’s ADS
ADS-B
broadcast or line-of-sight
sight may not have been as good as reported).
reported
It had been the intention to run a series of remote drone flights, starting at 10nm
range from Barton Airfield and moving progressively closer to determine maximum
detection range. Unfortunately, due to volunteer availability, requirement to attain
landowner permissions for drone flights,
flights, and expiry of the Ofcom Aeronautical Radio
st
Innovation & Trial Licence on 31 August 2019, this element of the project was not
able to be completed.
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9 Discussion
9.1 ATS
While the drone was operating on the airfield, the drone’s ADS-B
ADS B broadcast was
reliably received by the ATS ADS-B
ADS B Traffic Display system and displayed to ATS.
Having the drone display on the ATS ADS-B
ADS B Traffic Display gave airfield ATS staff an
extra level of confidence in the precise position of the drone
drone and how it was being
flown,, enabling ATS to provide precise traffic information to GA pilots were it
necessary. In a scenario where a drone flight is being coordinated with ATS this
makes communication between
ween ATS and
and drone operator much simpler.
In a scenario where a drone flight (equipped with ADS-B Out) is uncoordinated with
ATS then ATS would be more easily, quickly, accurately and safely able to react by
providing other GA pilots with traffic information on the drone. The screen video
recording capability of the ATS ADS-B
ADS B Traffic Display would also capture the track
flown by any uncoordinated ADS-B
ADS equipped drone flights
Without electronic conspicuity of the drone it is highly unlikely that ATS would se
see
the drone unless it flew within a few hundred metres of the tower. ATS would have
to rely on third-party
party reports, if available, and any traffic information provided to GA
pilots on the drone would be imprecise.

9.2 Drone
9.2.1 ADS-B Out
The ADS-B
B Out broadcast from
fro the drone’s uAvionix Ping1090 transceiver was
reliably received by the airborne uAvionix SkyEcho CAP1391 ADS-B
ADS B transceivers in
the three GA aircraft to at least a range of 5nm.
The ATS ground-based
based uAvionix PingStation ADS-B
ADS B receiver for the ATS ADS
ADS-B
Traffic
affic Display was able to reliably receive the drone’s ADS-B
ADS B broadcast. This was
while the drone was operating on the airfield. The ground receiver did not receive
the drone’s ADS-B
B broadcast when the drone was operating at a range of 10nm.
Unfortunately we
e were not able to undertake any drone flights at intermediate
ranges. However, given clear line of sight, it would be expected that reception range
to the ground-based
based PingStation ought at least approach that seen with the airborne
SkyEchos. i.e at least 5nm..
9.2.2 ADS-B In
ADS-B
B In for the drone operator via uAvionix Ping1090 transceiver d
did successfully
receive ADS-B
B position data for GA aircraft equipped with ADS-B
B Out
Out. This was
presented as traffic on a separate display on a laptop (not the drone pilot’s flight
control interface). As the drone pilot has to maintain visual contact with the drone
itself, this large separate display is better suited for use by an observer assisting the
drone pilot.
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As previous studies have found, drone pilots and observers looking out for other
traffic have to contend with a number of human factors limitations
limitation regarding seeing
and assessing collision threats,
threats especially relative altitude.. Having a traffic display
showing ADS-B traffic information
inform
for other traffic provides enhanced situational
awareness to the drone observer supplementing visual traffic scanning.
This is encouraging, as drone manufacturer DJI has initiated a strategy to deliver
ADS-B
B In capabilities, which they call ’Airsense’,
’Airsense’, on all the drones weighing over
250g they sell from 2020 onwards. DJI has 70% market share of global drone sales.
Where a drone
rone pilot is flying single-handed,
single handed, without an observer, and maintaining
permanent line of sight eye contact with their drone, a separate large ADS-B traffic
display such as the system used in this project will be difficult if not impossible to
use. Aural warnings based on ADS-B
ADS B traffic data may therefore be of assistance,
though these warnings could be problematic in heavy traffic environments if the
they are
purely traffic proximity warnings.
Collision avoidance warnings based on
automated trajectory
tory conflict
assessment algorhithms would be a
more appropriate solution.
Early indications suggest that DJI’s
Airsense, available from 2020,
2020 may
make it easier for single-handed
handed DJI
drone pilots to use ADS-B
B In traffic
information through a smaller and more
suitable mobile phone app interface.
interface

Photo 17 DJI Airsense mobile phone app
displaying ADS-B
B In Traffic Information
(available from 2020)

As indicated in the literature review and
confirmed by the drone observer observations, the larger relative size of GA aircraft
compared to small UAS permits the drone operator to visually acquire GA aircraft
earlier than GA pilots
ots are able to visually acquire small UAS in the same encounter.
Therefore, in potential conflict situations between drones and GA, the drone operator
would theoretically have greater time available to avoid a conflict compared to the
GA pilot, even without
out the assistance of ADS-B
ADS B In traffic situational awareness.
It has to be encumbent upon
on drone pilots
pil ts to give way to GA aircraft in the event of a
potential conflict.

9.3 GA
The results from the trial have highlighted that it is extremely difficult for pilots
flying a GA aircraft to visually acquire and therefore ‘see-and-avoid’
‘see
avoid’ drones
drones. It is well
known that GA aircraft typically only become visible to other GA pilots when they
come within 2nm range and when visual conditions are conducive. So drones, which
are
e usually only a small fraction of the size of a GA aircraft, will need to be far closer
than that for the pilot to have any chance of seeing them. If the drone does not get
out of the way, even if the GA pilot does see a conflicting drone, which is far from
certain, the maximum visual range for drones will give GA pilots insufficient time to
react to avoid a collision.
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During the 18th August 2019 flights,
flights 29 fly pasts were made of the drone but
sightings of the drone were reported on just 4 ocassions. This was the case even
though the pilots (and their onboard observer) were forewarned of the presence of a
drone and also had the advantage of a traffic display (Skydemon) providing reliable
realtime position information on the drone. The small white lights on drones, which
were directed towards the GA aircraft on many of passes, were ineffective.
The traffic display used in this research (Skydemon) is designed to help manage
flight navigation at a scale measured in miles, not metres. The drone displayed well
on the display and managing a flight path to avoid a drone depicted as traffic on the
display would be straightforward at 1, 2 or 3 nm range (when it is impossible to
visually see the drone). However, at close range, when within the maximum visual
detection
n range of the drone, the scale of the traffic display did
d not necessarily aid in
spotting the drone. Aural warning based on a collision avoidance algorithms (not
simple traffic awareness proximity warnings) may be advantageous for single pilot
operations.
Attempting to spot a drone from above against a varied,, low contrast background is
unlikely to be successful, whether the drone is stationary or moving
moving, though other
studies suggest that moving drones are slightly easier to see.
see Pilots a
are unlikely to
see a drone unless it is very close (a few hundred metres at most) and against a
plain high contrast background (such as the sky).
ADS-B
B traffic awareness of drones via a traffic display could cause some confusion if
the traffic symbol on the screen is not readily
adily recognised as a drone
drone. If pilots are
clearly aware the traffic is a drone they will comprehend why they may not be able
to visually acquire the traffic.
traffic
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10 Conclusions
From the information gathered in this research project the following conclusions may
be drawn.




ADS-B Out broadcast from the drone via uAvionix Ping1090 transceiver was:
o

Reliably
eliably detectable by airborne uAvionix SkyEcho CAP1391 ADS
ADS-B
transceivers
nsceivers in GA aircraft to at least 5nm range.

o

Reliably
eliably detectable by the ground-based
ground based uAvionix PingStat
PingStation ADS-B
receiver while the drone was operating on the airfield.

o

Not
ot detectable by the ground-based
ground based uAvionix PingStation ADS
ADS-B receiver
when the drone was operating at a range of 10nm. However, given clear
line of sight, it would be expected that reception
reception range to the ground
groundbased PingStation ought at least approach that seen with the airborne
SkyEcho.

ADS-B
B In for the drone operator via uAvionix Ping1090 transceiver
o



Having the ADS-B
B equipped drone display on the ATS ADS-B
ADS B Traffic Display
o





Did successfully detect GA aircraft equipped with ADS-B
ADS B Out and present
them as traffic on the display.

Gave airfield ATS extra level of confidence in the position of the drone
drone.

Drones are extremely difficult to see when flying a GA aircraft
(only reported seen 4 times in 29 passes on evening of 18th August 2019)
o

Even
ven when the pilot/observer are forewarned there is a drone present
present.

o

Even
ven when the pilot/observer has a traffic display advising of the realtime
position of the drone.

o

Especially when
hen looking down against a varied low contrast background.

o

Pilots are highly unlikely to see drones unless it is very close against a
plain high contrast background.

o

If a drone is on a conflicting path, based purely on see and avoid, GA
pilots are unlikely to have sufficient reaction time to take avoiding action.

ADS-B
B traffic awareness of drones via a traffic display
o

At up to 5nm range provides GA pilots with sufficient reaction time to
avoid the traffic even if the pilot does not actual make visual contac
contact with
the drone. I.e. pilot manages
man
flight path a mile or two out to avoid conflict
based purely on traffic display,
display nott waiting for visual contact tha
that may not
come until too late.
late

o

Could be confusing if the symbol on the traffic display is not readily
recognisable as a drone (i.e. it is not a drone symbol, making clear it will
be hard to see) and yet the traffic is not visually acquired when thought to
be within visual range.
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11 Recommendations
11.1 Ofcom UK Aircraft
ircraft Radio Licensing for Drones
For drone/UAV operators
tors that can justify use of ADS-B
ADS Out, Ofcom should define a
an
application process to enable operators to apply for an Aircraft Radio License.
In order to legally utilise ADS-B
ADS Out on a protected aviation radio frequency an
aircraft
craft is required to have an
a Aircraft Radio License6. Manned aircraft typically have
such licensing so adding ADS-B
ADS Out to a manned aircraft does not pose any issue,
and a license can be applied for if an aircraft is not already licensed.
licensed.
The drone ADS-B
B equipment used in this research
research project is specifically approved by
the UK CAA for use on drones/UAVs, and only
on y drones/UAVs. However, Ofcom do not
currently have
ve an application process for applying for an Aircraft Radio license for
use on a drone/UAV. For this research project a special
special temporary Ofcom Innovation
& Research License was required, which was relatively expensive.

6

https://www.ofcom.org.uk/manage
ofcom.org.uk/manage-your-licence/radiocommunication-licences/aeronautical
licences/aeronautical-licensing/licenceproducts
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Appendix A Drone ADS-B
B Research – Observation Data Input Form
Please use this online form to enter data about your observations. Submit a separate form for each observation.
You may wish to print out multiple copies of this form to write your observations on and then enter the data online
later.
Date / Time

Date

Time
Your Details
Observer's Name *

First

Last
Observer Status *



Drone Pilot



Drone Observer



GA Aircraft Pilot



GA Aircraft Observer



Paramotor Pilot



ATS

Please indicate your status.
Own Aircraft's Callsign *

Own Aircraft's Location *

Own Aircraft's Altitude (FT AMSL) *
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Details of Target Traffic
I.e. The Target Traffic you are expecting to see according to the planned flight task
Target Traffic Type *



Drone



GA Aircraft



Paramotor

Target Traffic's Callsign
If known

Target Traffic Expected Location *
Actual or Expected Aspect of Traffic Relative to Own Aircraft



1



2



3



4



5



6



7



8



9



10



11



12

Using clock-face
face representation (e.g. 12 o'clock is dead ahead)
Was the Target Traffic seen with the naked eye? *



Yes - seen



No - not seen

Target Traffic Visually Estimated Altitude (FT AMSL)
Target Traffic Visually Estimated Range (NM)
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Was the Target Traffic displayed on the Traffic Display? *



Yes - displayed



No - not displayed

Target Traffic Altitude read from Traffic Display (FT AMSL)
Target Traffic Range read from Traffic Display (NM)
Was the Target Traffic observed on the Traffic Display before being visually acquired?



Yes - seen first on TD



No - seen first by eye

Was the Target Traffic easy to visually acquire?
cquire?



Yes



No

I.e. Did seeing the Target Traffic on the Traffic Display make it easier to subsequently acquire visually?
Approximately how long did it take to acquire Target Traffic after observing on Traffic Display?
Specify approximate time stating seconds or minutes
Did the position/altitude of the Target Traffic on the Traffic Display match your estimate of the Target's position/altitude?



Yes



No

Did you become fixated trying to visually acquire the Target Traffic ?



Yes - became focused on that target
t



No - was able to maintain full visual scan

I.e. Did the rest of your visual scan suffer?
Were you able to determine the relative direction of travel of the Target Traffic?



Yes



No

Were you able to maintain visual contact with the Target Traffic?



Yes



No
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Quality of Target Traffic ADS-B
B Reception/Screen Display *



Received/Presented Intermittently



Good Reception but Inaccurately Presented



Good Reception Accurately Presented

Quality of reception of ADS-B
B broadcast from the Target Traffic and the presentation on the screen.

Commentary *
Enter any comments concerning the observation that may add useful supplementary information
Supporting Image One
Optional, but helpful if available. Upload any available captured image (JPG) - Screen capture or photo.
oto.
Supporting Image Two
Optional, but helpful if available. Upload any available captured image (JPG) - Screen capture or photo.

Comment

Submit
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